
BEAUTY SET IN STONE
Introducing Medina tiles by StoneImpressions.

The beautiful new Medina tiles from StoneImpressions let you create an 

extraordinary design space that celebrates Mediterranean culture. Available 

in luxurious Carrara marble or pristine Limestone, these intricately patterned 

tiles are accented with onyx or turquoise jewel tones for an exotic look that 

is grounded in timeless style.

As part of the Artisan Collection from StoneImpressions, Medina tiles create 

a memorable focal point that brings charm and personality to a room. Their 

contemporary twist on classic design is visually stunning with ethereal pops 

of colors and golden lattice on the stone surfaces. Choose this elegant tile 

to accent traditional architecture and transform an ordinary design scheme 

into something truly special. 

Medina tiles are perfect for kitchens and bathrooms. Crafted of only the 

finest natural stones, the tiles are sealed with a clear three-part acrylic 

topcoat that is amazingly durable and an ideal choice for some wet spaces, 

backsplashes and light traffic flooring. As with all StoneImpressions 

products, Medina tiles are available in bespoke orders with custom options. 

They come in both 6x6 and 12x12 sizes and are offered through the 

company’s quick ship program for timely and hassle-free delivery.

About StoneImpressions

The creative impetus behind StoneImpressions came from artist Melinda Earl 
in 1994 as she sought new ways to transfer images onto stone. After much trial 
and error, she perfected a process that eventually led to the establishment of 
StoneImpressions, a fast-growing enterprise now with over 400 authorized dealers 
throughout North America.  The company offers an extensive line of made-to-
order, fully customized patterned tiles and murals. With four different types of 
stone and an impressive range of designs from traditional to modern, Stone 
Impressions offers tiles to complement any décor. A proprietary sealing process 
ensure long-lasting beauty and easy maintenance.

For more information about StoneImpressions, visit www.stoneimpressions.com.
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